
ESSAY ON YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN BHUTAN

Robot: Essay On Youth Unemployment In Bhutan Youth unemployment The youth unemployment problem has become
a major problem in our.

According to a report at Economist. There are millions of young people out of school and ready to work, but
businesses needs skills these young people never got. It is also due to lack of consistency between the
outcomes of the educational system and the needs and demands of the job market in terms of various
specializations and skills. Teachers and parents, business leaders and policy makers all have a crucial part to
play. With unemployment rates soaring the causes of this are from aging, teenagers, and outsourcing even
though some refute with saying it is self inflicted. Reading example essays works the same way! We should
also look again at well-intentioned labour laws that protect incumbent workers but often hinder businesses
from responding to change and hiring new talent. Rinchen asserts that the Bhutanese youth believe that
manual labor jobs are meant for un-educated ones and are looked down. They're not intended to be submitted
as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. The large cohorts of young people entering
the colleges and eventually the job market are thus feared to remain unemployed because of mismatch
between the jobs available and aspirations and skills of the graduates , p. Currently, most youth entering the
labor market do so with a mid-secondary level education and finds it difficult to get employed. Almost one in
five young people unable to find a job. The job is very necessary to enable man to satisfy his wants. When
citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Thus, this essay will discuss the major
factors contributing to the youth unemployment issues such as lack of skills, lack of confidence, mismatch of
qualification and experience with the targeting jobs and some possible effects and solutions to this issue. In
societies in which most of the population lives working for others, to find a job is not a serious problem. The
government should provide plate forms to the youths where they can have access to learning of a highly
informative, educative and wise strategies and plan for more success in the field through seminars, workshops
and trainings. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new
perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor
Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. For more information on choosing
credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. I saw how reassurance and motivation can do
wonders for their mindset and morale, and hence their employability. The Problem of Youth Unemployment
Essay - Work is central to most of our lives, that enables us to get by in the world, but also the key to how we
define ourselves and to our sense of self-worth. Skills matching The private sector, government and education
systems need to start collaborating to determine what knowledge and skills young people should be taught in
order to find rewarding work. It indicates that the skills should be acquired along with the school education.
The third major cause of youth unemployment in Bhutan is mismatch between their qualification and their
expectations. When youth have degrees under their belt and cannot obtain a job, this can result in
underemployment, discrimination, and marginalization of youth Ali,  The proportion of unemployed workers
also shows if they are properly leveraging human resources of the country and serves as an index of economic
activity Considering businesses are suffering from the skills mismatch, too, they need to take a more active
role in promoting appropriate education and skill-building for young people from an early age. There's a
problem with this paper. The more care and attention the government bestows on them, the rich and
prosperous the nation would be. With the growth of population and new education systems, youth completes
their education at young age letting them enter the job market as early as adolescence with limited experience
can also lead to this mismatch. A youth with a healthy character will adopt the right mindset: positive in
outlook and global in ambition. Youth employment remains high at 9. T , p. We reached out to young people
who often had no one else to help them write a CV, apply for training or prepare for an interview. Lack of
confidence in youth is another factor contributing to the youth unemployment issue.


